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Napoleon’s Empire has, from time to time, suffered from shortages of cannon, shot, ball, 

horse, soldiers, victuals, and uniforms. One thing it has not suffered from is a shortage 

of Napoleons. Whenever a new land is occupied, the Emperor puts six or seven siblings in 

charge. If ever a French department shows disloyalty, Napoleon always seems to find a new 

store of second or third cousins with which to replace the unreliable officials. 

 
Where, one wonders, does Napoleon find all these additional Napoleons (or, as Naturalists 

sometimes refer to them, “Bonapartes”) with which to staff his horrid empire? The answer 

is quite simple: these lesser Napoleons, like the greater one which leads them, are 

spontaneously generated from wastepaper. And with a few simple techniques, you can easily 

and safely grow your own Napoleons at home! 

 
The reader might be best served by a refresher on the simple facts of natural philosophy. 

More complex animals, such as horses and journalists, reproduce through coition. However, 

simpler organisms, such as flies, mice, and military dictators, arise naturally out of inert 

matter when heated and moistened under the right conditions. Flies, for example, arise out 

of rotting meat, mice out of rag piles, and military dictators out of radical political 

pamphlets. 



The conditions of prolonged warmth and humidity that give rise to spontaneous generation 

are much more common in the equatorial climes. So, it is not so surprising that the largest 

and longest-lived Napoleons (or “macro-Napoleons” as Naturalists term them) arose 

from the sunny Mediterranean climate of Corsica.  

 
As radical political pamphlets, the matter from which Napoleon’s spawn, were relatively 

rare before the 1780s, very few Napoleons were seen before then. But given the sudden glut 

of radical pamphleteering after the revolution, it is no wonder that we experienced a 

concurrent glut of Napoleons as well. 

 
So much, then, for the more well-known Napoleons. What of the Napoleons one might 

generate at home? It is fortunate for our liberty but unfortunate for home experimenters 

that the natural climate of Britain is inhospitable for the natural generation of Napoleons. 

One might generate a viable Napoleon at the height of summer by gathering large number 

of Jacobin pamphlets and leaving them to decay in a warm, wet, place, but the chances of 

success are very low, and the resultant Napoleon would likely be active for only a very 

short time, and capable of only the most basic field maneuvers and legislative reforms. 

 
We would suggest, then, that the curious reader take nature into their own hands using the 

following instructions: take a large pile of Jacobin pamphlets and tear them into strips. At 

the same time, put four parts water over a fire, and mix together in a separate container 

one part water and one part flour. 

 
When the water boils, add the flour and water mixture slowly, 

stirring constantly. Continue to stir the mixture until it 

assumes the texture of heavy cream. Take it off the fire and 

allow it to cool to room temperature.  

 
Now, run the strips of political pamphlets through the 

cooled mixture one by one. Form them into the shape of an 

Emperor, or, if you wish, a Consul or an officer of 

artillery. Place before the fire and allow to dry. 

 
Within a day or two, the Napoleon should begin making speeches in Italian-accented French, 

and perhaps marching up and down any nearby inclines saying things like “Never interrupt 

your enemy when they are making a mistake!” and “You reptiles of the earth dare not oppose 

me!” 



Like the macro-Napoleon, your household Napoleon will be naturally vampiric. It is a 

misconception, however, that all vampires feed on animal blood. Napoleonic vampires prefer 

to drain the vital fluids of old-growth forests. This is why the macro-Napoleon who 

currently rules France was so concerned with conquering the Germanies: he needed the sap 

of the Black Forest to feed his large and growing spontaneously generated cousins. 

 
Your household Napoleon can now be put to a number of household uses: 

Drying out wood by draining its vital fluids (this is particularly useful when 

clearing unwanted stumps) 
Reforming the rules for your household staff into a Civil Code 

 Putting your tin soldiers (or those of your children) into good order 
 Mounting a daring nocturnal attack on your neighbours’ Musicale. 

 
Some readers may be concerned that their household Napoleon might grow arrogant and 

power-hungry and overthrow them. This is quite impossible, for Napoleonic ambition is 

quite latent unless activated by French brandy. There is, therefore, no need for the reader 

to worry about a household coup unless they keep brandy in their house; and as its import 

is quite illegal, we assume that this is impossible. 

 
Sadly, micro-Napoleons of this kind are very short-lived, and are 

rarely viable for more than a hundred days or so before degrading 

back into their constituent matter. So, make good use of your 

Napoleon while he lasts! 

 
Attempts are being made to spontaneously generate a counter-Napoleon using inherently 

British forms of matter such as beef, port wine, and pie crust. Sadly, these experiments have 

so far only produced Wellingtons, and they seldom last more than a few hours. 

Experimentation continues, however, and if ever we learn a method of fabricating a 

Wellington durable enough to become head of state, you will surely read about it first in 

Rumor Occulatus! 
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